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MELOma-T
MELOma-T
Fresh-Cut System
Daily fresh fragmentation and packaging of melons.
Pineapples freshly peeled and packed.

Made in Germany by DOMA

MELOma-T
Fresh-Cut Melonenteiler

Made in Germany by DOMA

Technical details:

electrical installation: 230V/50Hz

protection: IP54
cutting duration: approx. 8 sec.
weight: approx. 28 kg

design changes reserve

Fresh fragmentation for all kinds of melons.
Automatic division right in front of the customers’
eyes.
Quickly and precisely sliced in manageable and
appetizing pieces. Sanitarily packed in a special
film for self-service.
The consumer-friendly solution for heavy and
bulky fruits.
Knife-set easily convertible to pineapple peeler.

Presentation stand
F o r M E L O m a - T a n d M E L O

Modern
with integrated halogen spots

-

p a c k .

Space for advertisement
for the optimal promotion

MELOma-T
Melon Cutter
MELO-pack
packing system

Presentation pool
sliced Melons on ice or artificial ice

Melon depot
ideal storage for melons, visible for the
consumer

Knife safe
extendable drawer to keep
the knife-set secure

Space saving
plenty of room on a small amount of space

complete solution consisting of:
MELOma-T, MELO-pack packing system, melon depot, presentation pool, knife safe, advertising space
with three halogen spots.
Construction complete in stainless steell, measurements: l=1800, d=600, h=2250, speacial sizes avialable,
halogen lights from above, electrical installation 230V for equippment and lightning, label printer optional.
.

Cost-effectiveness
provable improvement of the profit margin within 3 months

We could gain one of the leading selfservice stores in Germany for our
sample implementation. This citymarket covers more than 6.000 m²,
3.000 m² only for food.
The long-term-test with MELOma-T
melon cutter and MELO-pack packing
system covered the period from July
2010 until end of September 2010.
Already the first presentation caused
huge enthusiasm.
This complete new solution, to cuts
heavy melons in front of the
customers and to box them in
optimal pieces, relieved the
employees of hard and dangerous
work.
Through this the customers achieved
the possibility to consume the melon
snack at home or at work without any
transportation problems.
Result:
The price per kilogram for melon
pieces is significantly higher than the
price per kilogram for a whole melon.
That means a considerable margin
improvement.
According to the division manager for
fruits and vegetables the following
results due the application of
MELOma-T melon cutting system
could be achieved within 2 ½ months:
The
price
per
kilogram
for
melon
piecs
is signfcatly
higer
than
the
price
per
kilogram
for
a whole
melon.
That
means
a
considerabl
margin
improvent.

Comparison to the previous year:
2010 without MELOma-T system
2011 with MELOma-T System

2011 2010
Wareneingang
Goods receipt
Ø VK
Umsatz
Sales
volume

ø retail price

Rohertrag

Gross earining

+/-

%

9.959,00
kg
0,96 €

6.736,00
kg
0,78 €

3.223,00 147,85
kg
123,08

9.560,64
€
3.582,24
€

5.254,08
€
1.145,12
€

4.306,56 181,97
€
2.440,12 313,09
€

Due to these positive sales of 47%
and an increment of 313% the
MELOma-T system is already
amortized in the first year.

Beside this profitable effect the relief of
the employees as well as the
customers' acceptance could be
registered very positively.

Easy to handle
Flexible
Tension is individually adjustable
PREFOL special Film
Specifically developed
sensetive fruit pieces
Easy to keep clean
Tough quality
all stainless steel
Patent-registerd seperator
no more hot plate necessary

for

MELO-pack
The

packing

system

for

sensetive

fruit

pieces

design changes reserve

Technical details:
electrical installation: 230V/50Hz
protection: IP55
weight: ca. 11 kg
foil wide: 40 cm

PREFOL-Foil
PSpecial packing film, suitable for tender Without any complex stretching
melon pieces. The foil is totally smooth process. Technical data: 40 cm x 1500
running meters, 9.5 kg, 3''-inner core.
fitting and easy to handle.

MELOma-T
Fresh-Cut pineapple peeler

Made in Germany by DOMA

Optimal freshness transfer
The pineapple is peeled right in front of the customers, the
stem is removed.
Result:
Ready for consumption, the fruit can be packed in a hygienic
folding box or a bowl.
Option: Can easily be changed to melon cutter.

Duo-Cut parallel slicer
For straight and equal fruit cylinder.

Made in Germany by DOMA

Optional equipment for MELOma-T pineapple peeler.
Essential for straight and equal fruit cylinder.

Presentation
MELOma-T Fresh-Cut System in action.

Globus Koblenz

Globus Koblenz

Kaufland Neckarsulm

Kaufland Limburg

Famila Neumünster

Globus Köln-Marsdorf

Globus Koblenz

Marktkauf Gelsenkirchen
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